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Good afternoon:
 
As the national association representing the durable medical equipment supplier community,
American Association for Homecare (AAH) is pleased to submit feedback on the first chapter of the
Provider Documentation Manual. Below are our comments for the HOME OXYGEN THERAPY
SUPPLIER DOCUMENTATION CHECKLIST. Due to this being our initial review, there may be a need for
additional changes with the draft Manual aside from our notes below.
 
Written Order Prior To Delivery (WOPD):

NOTE: The supplier must have evidence that the order was written prior to delivery to
meet this requirement.

AAH Comment: We would like to recommend to change the wording of this to
keep it consistent with the current guidance. As long as the order is dated the
same day as delivery or dated prior to delivery, it  is valid.

Initial Coverage: Certification:
Oxygen testing results confirm low blood oxygen levels as qualifying levels while
breathing oxygen at a flow rate of 4 LPM or greater

AAH Comment: Is this referring to the LCD? We recommend rewording this
check list item to be consistent with what the DME MAC checklist.

Alternative treatment measures have been tried or considered and deemed clinically
ineffective, for example:

AAH Comment: Update the wording to be consistent with the LCD as alternative
treatment need to be considered and ruled out. 

Detailed Written Order (DWO):
AAH Comment: The current version of this section does not state that the CMN can be
used in substitution of a DWO.  If the CMN is sufficiently detailed, the DME MACs
allow CMNs to also serve as the DWO.

 
While our membership is in support of eliminating burdensome paperwork and streamlining
processes, we would like to raise some concerns with this initiative. There are currently five different
resources suppliers access to determine coverage requirements and each of these resources are
hosted by different entities. How would CMS ensure the manual is up to date? We are concerned
that there will be occasional inconsistencies between the original source and the manual, and if the
manual is inaccurate, how would a supplier be safeguarded?
 
The DME MACs already have checklists that the supplier community uses. If inconsistencies are
found between the Provider Documentation Manual checklist and DME MAC checklist, which one
would the supplier be held accountable to in an audit? While we understand the idea of having all
documentation requirements in one convenient location, we are concerned that having multiple
interpretations of the requirements in different places will just add more confusion. Instead, we
would like CMS to consider hosting a website where all the resource links can be easily accessed. We
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believe a library of resources that will directly link suppliers to the original source will be a useful
reference for the supplier community and will still be in line with CMS’ initiative to reduce provider
burden. We would like to request having a further discussion on this Manual. Please let us know if
there is any availability to speak with you directly.
 
We appreciate CMS’ efforts in improving provider burden and the opportunity to provide feedback.
 
Regards,
Mina
 
Mina Uehara, MPP
Manager, Regulatory Affairs
American Association for Homecare
241 18th Street South, Suite 500
Arlington, VA 22202
202.372.0756
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